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Over Difficult Problem of
Venezuelan Affairs.
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1 iiin.ie Maters againSt . the Western .
Union Telegraph 'company.

BUSINtsb DEAL

"A LAiOSCAPE
. BY MARTEL"

Special Sale
On Wall Paper.

911111...,
Today's Docket.
The cases-set for today are: J. West Abram L. Well & C. BUY Out
"It doesn't seem so very long to
administrator of Jfalel
Ashbrook's Business.
me since I was pa_sing through my
MAMIE CALDWELL, COLORED Troutman,
railroad;
Squires, vs. Illinois .Central,
RELEASED BY THE
secondary starving stage here in New
M. E. Knight vs. Paducah Traction
To the Public: I desire to inform York," said a landscape painter who
COURT.•
Fannie
vs.
company; Bessie O'Brien
the public, my friends and patrons, has been very successful in recent
VVIallier and Lauri Brasile.
that I have disposed of my insurance years. "My th-st starving period was
John Squires was employed on the business and good will to the well
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
years of it
Lads Held Over to Grand Jury and section gang working out of this known and responsible firm of Abram In Paris. I had four
roanything
wasn't
There
there.
ExParent's
Released on Their
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
city for the I. C. One day les and L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a niantic or engaging about R.
ecuting Bond.
the balance were repairing the track continuance of your patronage. In
"The outlook for me was pretty A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIeR TO IKATC}1
and roadbed eight mike from this retiring from the business, which I poor when I got back to New York,
adhen
city on the Louisville division
have coodutted in this city for the I got a picture or so skied at the ex- FOR THE snua, SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLUYesterday morning in the police a freight train came bowling along. past 31 years, it is but fitting that 1 hibitams here, but I couldn't sell anyof the
OTHERS ARZ SELLING AT 6 CENTS Pi.
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by,
go
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rhe
let
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"Just fits in with my plans. I think
Presently the fingers hesitated,
,in Moscow less than to per cent., fice will be continued
permanently, ago. This letter is taken by the I'll like it here first rate. Good night."
Seats on rale at usuel hours at the
ceased. A wave of disappointment
and in the provinces not more than and there added the duties of building
presthe
by
assurhis
at
admission
packers as an
I West away, grinning
swept in upon me. A smile grew on
per cent, of the qualified voters inspector, that will he
combined with ident that the department of com- ance. Theft was something free and
box office Of The Kentucky
the banker's face.
will register. Consequently it .can the electrical inspector.
labor and the department western about It that appealed to me,
and
merce
but
had
cat
only—the
Instant
an
For
be taken for granted that the nationChief Wood, of the fire department, of justice worked together to indict
I rose early, to have • look at him gathered for the final spring. So fast
al assembly will be overwhelmingly said a good expert would be
HAVING LEASED OUR FOUNthe conten- by daylight. I listened a moment at the eye could not follow, the lingers
supporting
procured
packers,
the
conservative and will become an in- to succeed Mr.
which they lits cell, then called through the little sent the revolving disc spinning to the TAIN TO
upon
Gilsdorf.
packers
the
of
tion
i., II
stitution 'to register the decrees of
rely for immunity. Defendant pack grated window.
seca
and
pause,
instant's
An
tight.
the government.
IN THREE MINUTES,
"Eleven o'clock!" I said. "You want. ond spinning, to the left—shorter this
ers endeavor to interject the letter
"This turn is sere to drive into the
an early call!"
ad
if
as
just
into the case fie evidence
time. Then once more to the right—
camp of the extremeists the libenris, Battleship Sinks and 300 Men Are
Tile cell was empty.
testified
and
here
were
president
the
to the. left—to the right—a slight
intellectual classes and the visionary,
I tieg0i5 have id uncanny feeling, clicking sound, and Sands stood facing
was writletter
The
it.
concerning
Drowned.
impracticable class with ill-digested
into
ten by the president on June 12, loos, sad wasted no time in getting out
HE HAS SUPPLIED IT WITH
us.
political ideals, who, throughout the
opened
I
As
sunshine.
morning
the
jury
grand
federal
the
time
the
Rio
at
will
I
sir.
Janeiro,
unlocked,
is
safe
Brazil,
"Your
Jan.
23.—The
EVERYTHING NECESSARY FOR
crisis and sinte the issuance of the
at the end of the corridor I
sitting in Ohicago on the beef the door
it."
to
allow
you
open
reform manifesto, have stood idly by Brazilian turret ship Aquichiban has was
CALL
FIRST-CLASS SERVICE.
Caw that somebody was sitting on the
•
•
•
•
•
exerce.ing neither influence nor re- been sunk at fort Jacarepagua, south inquiry.
step. He turned just then, and I recAND
SEE
from
excerpt
the
of
reading
The
of
Rio
as
Jianeiro,
the result of an
It was on the night before court
straint.
ognised him. It was my guest of the
explosion on board,
It is repotted the letter came as a climax to the
opened that I went quietly down the
night before.
that 3oo of her crew perished and that opening statements of the defendants
lit
Mcire Dangerous.
"Good moraing!'• he greeted. "It corridor to his cell. His lamp was
only one officer was saved.
late yesterday. Attorney John C
not
see
could
him.
I
In
looking
—but
was pleasant outside. so I didn't wait
"The revolutionary agitation will
Four Rear Admirals perished on Cowin, Who talked for the Cudahy for
my call. I have been enjoying the Rather eagerly I unlocked the door.
then enter on a new arid more dais beard the
Aquiduban, which had been interests in the morning, asserted sunrise."
Rands' cell was empty, and a note lay
present
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
the
to
Up
Serous Phase.
need or the actonsfilodation of a that Howard A. Cudahy, the Omaha
under the shaded lamp.
him.
at.
only
I
stared
time it .has been a mistake to imagine number of superntrmerary officers and packer, wa, directly threatened with
TEL. 756.
"Dear Sheriff, and Friend:—It grieves
"By the way, your locks are rather
that the revolutionary idea had taken men attached to the flotilla escorting imprisonment by Commissioner Gar-,
me to go without saying good-by, but
-You
forzaat
to
added.
leave
he
poor,"
deep root either in the people or the the cruiser Barrows
The Barroso field if Mr. Cudahy refused to give
it made no I do not wish to embarrass you with
The agitation has been clev- had on board the ministey of marine the commission information regard- me a key last night, but
army
further responsibility. As it is, your
difference."
erly manipulated to give it that ap- and his staff, who were inspecting the ing the packing business. Mr. Cowconscience may rest clear. I was not
myself
together.
I
pulled
pearance. Like benzine rubbed on sites proposed for a new arsenal.
DENTIST.
in argued that the securing of evi"Perhaps you'd better come in now," trying to enter that house last spring;
the Surface, it is very inflammable,
The explosion on the Aquidaban oc- dence against the packers themeelves I suggested, "and let me go over you I wished only to open the door of your
Globe Bank and Trout
over
Office
but it "non evaporates if not set oft curred in the powder magazine. The in itself constituted a promise of imagain for those skeleton keys. I ap- acquaintance. For reasons I will not
3o6 Broadway.
Co.,
fire. But agitators with matches are vessel sank in three minutes.
munity to the deknclares.
preciate 'the fact that you didn't run explain, my supply of funds was low
everywhere, and future developments,
away, and I want to treat you well, and temporary seclusion desirable. I
in my opinion, will afford plenty on- IMPERIAL
CHINESE
OPINION OF MR. CARLISLE. but business is business. I'm the new needEd quiet summer retirement where
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
portuMty for a conflagration.
man here, and the public eye is upon I could complete certain plans and ex.
REACH
WASHINGTON
summer
for
"Fifty per cent, of the worionen in
exercise
light
change
Supreme Court Will Send Powers' ale."
the cities of Runlet will be out of
—LAWYER—
He returned to his cell quite willing- board. You have treated me like a
To
Spend
Ten
Days
Studying
Social,
eork us 1906. Impoverished, embitCase Back to the State Courts.
ly.
There was literally nothing on his gentleman, and in return I have only
and
Political
Industrial
tered and unemployed they will wanperson that I could discover. I looked been able to keep your garden in or- Will practice in all courts et Kerr
Conditions.
•Washington, Jan. 23.—)ohm G. Car- at him helplessly. He smiled—a pleas- der, and to oblige you in the little mat
See back to their villages and find
hicky
ter of the banker's safe, which, though
willing ears among the land-aningry
Washington, D. C., Jan. 23.—The lile fistended with great earnestness ant, reassuring smile.
public
the
the
peasants for the doctrines of social- Imperial Ohirsese commiesion, sent to to every word of argisment in
"Don't worry," he consoled; "I'm having no wish to be in
ism and the divistion of property and this country by the emperor of China Caleb Powers case yesterday after- not-likely to leave. I might go farther eye, I was willing to undertake at your
request. The banker's reward will carcrime and lawlessness will flourish. to study American social, political noon When it was over game of the and fare worse."
his
asked
congressmen
ry me to where I have reason to bea
to
Icy
submissively
tic
Kent
quite
followed
He
All the condition,- will make for des- and indent:ries& conditions,
arrived
Highest price paid for second-hand
prnetion and anarchy in which a re- here at is o'clock on a ,special train opinion as to what the court's verdict cell across the way, where there was a lieve there is a piece of art work nerd.
vival of the revolutionary agitation frons•Chicago. They were met at the will be. "Powers," said he, "will be lock of an altogether different pattern. cd that is likely to pay very well.
ekrld
"I'll bring your breakfast down my- Please keep the little bunch of an.
will find the finest opportunity. The station by Mir. Denby, chief clerk of sent back tn the state courts. In my
cad Liens
people are incapable in their state of the state department, who will look judgment the supreme court can de- self." I said. "Don't go, please, before tiques—some people might
I come," and went out, carefully lock- keys—as a`leemento of our friendship
culture of a gradual evolution to a after their comfort during the ten cide in no other way."
They were only intended to unlock
ing the door.
Buy anything and sell everything.
(Ralik, popular regime. It is impos- days that they will be in the capital.
and
,Bel
window
your sympathy. Put with them, for
the
to
by
went
I
issued
after
Soon
be
to
are
Invitations
sible to lead them to thst end. Rus- Mr. Denby was chosen for this work
Court street. Old phone 1311L
SIII-220
the inclosed, from yours
sia will be confronted either by ex- an account of his knowledge of the gum to other nations to send repre- looked down on the wide jail yard, in contrast,
sentatives to an international confer- one corner of which was a vegetable gratefully,
ccsses of p wer or excess of liberty. Chinese langniage and CitlitOrDll.
"Sefton Sands."
on the study of the polar region garden. A man was weeding one of
ence
about
of
insotiseion
consists
c
middle
way."
The
There is no
and something
envelope
the
shook
I
and
still
stock
stood
I
Then
beds.
the
sixty people, several of whom are in 'May next.
Moving wagon in connectioa.
The man in the garden was fell out. It was a slender piece of stose
stared.
MAY DOUBLE SALOON TAX
circuit'
half
ends,
the
at
sharp
wire,
my guest.
in form, probably to fit some hiding
That was my weird summer.
Chicago Needs Money to Increase
It seemed very stiff, yet apI set myself now to solve this mys- place
Police Force—Make License
tery—the secret of his power. When peared to have been variously bent and
I locked him in his cell he showed no straightened. I worked with It for an
Cost Sz,000.
BUILDING.
BROOKHILL
ant'
straightening
desire to leave it so long SA i was near. hour—bending,
NO, 444.
TELEPHONE
Absent for a moment. I would be like- twisting it in the cell lock. It was ca
'Chicago, Jan. 23.-1-lovi to inI
fingers
clumsy
my
in
avail
ly to hear the lawn mower, and would no
crease the police force as a means of
imprisonec
should have remained
look out to find him cutting grass.
preventing crime was the main quesI tried friendship. I had installed through the ages had my release detion before the Sty council last night.
him as a harmless eccentric, helping pended on that bit of steel.
A proposition that the saloon license
A week later the papers were filled
me for his board. I now proceeded to
fees ,be ratted front $soo to js000
accounts of the great burglary ot
with
picBooks,
stay
pleasant.
his
make
committee
license
the
was vent to
It was
Metropolitan National.
the
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some
furniture
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•
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for it, first consideration.
of bald!
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the
in
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without
inI
were placed in his quarters, and
The contrast between the receprobberies. A tunnel requiring month'
His
table.
my
to
private
him
vited
tion given this proposal and what it
ponversation was usually cultured and to construct had culminated with s
would fhave met with if made a few
but gave me no clew as to piece of lock work' of such surpassins
interesting,
years ago, was the best evidence of
skill that bankers, detectives and safe
s
It
his
the change which has como over the
ecu
reiduring the first week ot Sep- manufacturers were alike appalled. A
was
city council in that time. As late as
tember that the cashier of our local vast sum of money had been obtained
Will bring pleasure so year
Igo) if such al proposition had been
I read these accounts with interest
bank fell dead one morning, just be*seriously advanced it would have
Sands
telegraphed
home during the long winter
guiltily
fore opening time. Then it was found and rather.
been laughed out of court and conthat nobody else knew the combination description. Nothing came of it. The
evenings. They are playing
temptuously referred to some comof the safe—nobody but the president, burglars were never captured, and
Come in
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now at out store.
mittee which was never expected
who was somewhere in London or toy conclusiorus may have been quite
always
somehow
meet. Tezday it is' being most serihave
I
Yet
absurd.
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Then you'll
and hear them.
ously considered.. It was sent to a
Such a matter is of importance in a connected the affair of the Metropol
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selection
one.
Big
Want
ccaternittee, the .c.hairman and a macountry town. I hurried over and saw itan National with the "piece of art
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jority of the members of which are
the vice president in his private office. work"
records.
in favor of it and the chances of its
I did not go into details. I merely told
Battle Picture.
passage are more than good.
him that I had a fellow helping around
Thomas M. Henry, a .noted British
Ihe jail who seemed to know a good
I aided that of marine painter, has just finished a piks
deal about locks.
The Taehi Lama of Tbibet, during
course I could not say as to his expe- ture of the naval battle of Copenhagen
his re-cent visit to Calcutta, was takrience with combinations, but that he April 8, 1801, which covers an area ol
en to fiVe—TWEes. He. was."muck rim'teemed to have a faculty for opening 90 square feet, and has on It 66 pounds
preeited." He said he had neiter
artist wore
such locks as I had been able to offer of paint. The industrious
thonght there were so many people
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hit
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quirinst dealers to gis4 honest
weights and measures. A most flagrant imposition on the public is that
as the ice 'business ill mid!practiced)
4-"".--PUBLISHED BY THE
A cake of ice is supposed
[slimmer.
REGI4,TER NEWSPAPER CO.,
to vveigh a hundred punde when
(Incorporated)
terned'out by the factory. After beBroadway.
523
jug stored for weeks, and perhaps
Building,
Register
At
month's, it is taken out in the delivPresident.
WILHELM,
wagon and it may be hours beery
JAMES E.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
fore it is delivered to ttie constrmea,
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. after a loss of 20 per cent by meltIf a consumer buys fifty pounds,
Entered at the postoffice of Padu- Mg.
though weighing but 8o or
cake,
matter.
the
cah, Ky., as second-class mail
na pounds is sawed.-in half and 40 or
$5.00 • 45 Pounds delivered and the conOne Year
2.50 sumer forced to pay for fifty pounds.
Six Months
1.25
Three Months
When a consumer pays for one hun.10
Week
One
dred pounds the dealer should be
Anyone failing to receive this paper compelled by law to give full weight.
regularly should report the matter to There is also much complaint about
The Register office at once. Tele- short weight in coal, and steps should
phone Cumberland 318.
be taken to protect the public.
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ON TRANSFERS
Thursday Morning:Jan. 25, 1906
COUNTY SUPERVISORS
THE
ARE NOW GOING OVER
The Kentucky senate is entitled to
THEM.
the thanks of all good people for
passing a bill raising the agt of *consent from 12 to 16 years. Now let After Canvassing the Mortgages the
Members Will Begin Receiving
the dower house pass the bill and Ken
Complaints.
head
tacky will no longer hang its
. so low on that question. To leave
the age of consent at 12 years is
The board of supervisors for the
county have finished canvassing the
equivalent to having no limit.
property on the books of County AsFrance is finding her trouble with sessor John Hughes, and are now goVenezuela more of a cause for con- ng over the list of transfers, there
sideration than at first thought. It being 1,200 among the number. The
transfers allow who has sold property
is OUICI 's.e.t.T4 from the presentation of
during the past year and lodged th,
the case by a Paris telegram printed «eed for retold in the county clerk's
elsey'here today ahat Castro has the office. The clerk makes a copy of
be;t of the aituatiota as yet. Mere the record, Showing who formerly
was
etplomacy must follow 'before the dif- owned the property; to whom it
sold, tht halation, price it brought,
fatences between France and Ven- etc. By going over these transfers
asuela are adjusted.
the supervisors see the price the
property was maid for and in this inThe hotts•e committee on interstate stance they ascertain many cases
commerce has agreed upon a rate wherein the owner is trying, to conbill which is a compromise of the ceal the true value of the property.
For instance a man play give his
Hepburn bill and several others. It property in for
aaaesament at $1,0o0
is announced from Washington that to the count* alaseseor, while the
the bill agreed upon is a decided vic- (lied in the clerk's office might show
tory for the democrats, as the act he gave $3,000 for the property. The
pharapharates the declaration of the amount given in, for assessment is
not equal in porportion to the valua
last national convention on this ques- tion, as
compared with the usual run
tion and yet has the endorsement of of assesaments for taxation purposes.
the present adminietention. It is be- so the supervisors always raise the
lieved Shit the bill will have clear valuation for tax purpoes to eighty
per cent of the price the deed shows
Sailing in the house.
was given for the property.
Afte rgoing over these transfers
Contrary to expectation's the courts the supervisors will then canvass the
at Louisville are ordering the ballot mortgage books of Ae county clerk's
boxes to be opened aud. the ballots office, and seeing who 'holds mort••xiinined and recounted as evidence gages agairvet. PrOperty, assess these
in the Contest cases. The first box mortgages for taxes.
Dr. Jesse Gilbert, of the board,
optned gave unmistakable evidence yesterday said it would take them un
of a steal of Ito Otto in the mayor's til the first of the month to finish
race; and althougth the ballots clearly going ever the transfers and mort
shows that the 110 votes were cast gages and at that time they would
begin receiving the protesting properfor the other fusion candidates and t)
owners- opposing their assessments
not for their opponents, the official being raised.
_
returns gave but to votes for the
fusion candidates. Those guilty of
the frauds should be sent to the penitentiary.

PUBLIC WORKS

chilly period' though came before the
pavements could be laid., and this
and
leaves the sidewalks torn-up
aearly im'pass'ible. In order to make
the sidewalks pa'-sable the street•iie
vector was ordered to clear away the
piled- brick from in front of the City
hail and abutting public property.
and put the -sidewalk in good aondiriore, so people could use it with
some degree of comfort.
At Berniheint and Twelfth, Twelfth
and Flournoy, and Fourth and Broad
the surface sewers are not properly
such a irsanaer that they can
built
carry away the water during a hard
rainfall, therefore the small rivulets
formed gush over abutting Property.
City Engineer Waahaegton as ordered to rectify the, *ectivie, sewers
so as to carry away as fast artipassible
t'
the water falling.

BUSINESS NOTES
BARKSDALE BROTHERS SELL
GROCERY ON SOUTH
FIFTH.

Buck Mount Disposes of Saloon At
Eddyville and Moves Back Here
—Other Mentions.

Consents to Terms.
Wes Flowers teat year leased a
stall on the matket,Io sell thereiv
meat and conduct,a butcher's lausinecks. He abandoned the stall for
several months and left it empty,
nothing being sold on same.. Now
ashen all leases expired the first of
this year and the stall occupanAs had
to renew- Game for 1906, Mr. Flowers
%meted to lease Ms old quarter, but
the board of works refused on the
ground that •be 'may do lilac last year,
leave the place empty for inenths,
therefore the public would not be getting advantage of the stall, which
is there for convenience of the
people, and not for the sole purpose
of being rented out and) the money
gotten in. Mir. Flowers now agrees
that if they will lease hint the stall
he will sign an agreement permitting
it to revert back to the city if he fails
to occupy' it for a period of thirty
days. He agree% also not to .sublease the place. On him agreeing to
do this the city solicitor, was ordered
Flamers
to draw up the contract.
chimed his ill health prevented him
from being on the market every clay
ktet year, but `he paid. for Koos in full.
Signs have been ordered for all the
street corners of the city, but have
never arrived, and the board ordered
Mr. Cherie, Wilstachoo see that they
come right away, he having been
given the contract to furnish them.
On the signs will be printed the
names of the public streets and one
hung at each corner, so everybody
will know at a glance what thoroughfare they are on, without making inquiry of everybody.
Will Watch Improvements.
It was ordered that the board of
work* keep apace with the heralded
rapidity of the new Republican legislative boards, which have announced
that they intended having esontracis
let and) everything ready for imme/iate work on public improvements,
when the spring months opened. Now
the board of works ordered that orclinances be gotten bp, specifications
and plans drawn for new street work,
contracts let, and everything gotten
into shape eo that no delays
arise when favorable elements Pre
vail for this character of out-of-door
work. During the past year or two
the boards have waited until spring to
get up the contracts and specifications., wieg rerark that it was late in
the somer before operations were
started, therefore many streets. had to
be left hi a torn-up condition during
the winter season, because they could
nor be finished by reason of the late
art. This will not happen this year,
as two years experience in this manner has taught the board something
valuable, that the elements will not
wait for the board) of works to finish before getting colder.
City Engineer Washington is preparing to leave for a two weeks visit
to his father in Virginia, but doe3
not yet know whet date .he will leave:
Ile has to go during the winter as
the stsenmer months- bring so much
work before .hinr he barely has time
to turn around.

We Otter $50 Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEIR WATCH REPAIRED BY
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY

We make this offer not only to insure that we are, not only the CHEAPEST, big the BEST Watchmakers and Manufacturing Jewelers in Paducah.
441
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches with 2is year case for $1

to those who want it.
'Barksdale brothers have sold their Credit
grocery, at Fifth and Norton streets,
to Mr. J. T. Dunn, who took charge SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY REFUNDED
Monday. The Waist's. Barksdale are
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY FOR MORE BARGAINS,
preparing to incorporate under the
head of "Baolesdabe- Brothers" and
open a furniture and installment
house in vacant building beside the
Mattil & I-finger undertaking estabWe pride ourselves in this department, which turns out our work
lishment, on South Third street near promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHIP, and at prices which defy
Kentucky avenue. They expect to get
We -make a specialty in pepaiting Fine French .Clocks,
opened sometime within the next few competition.
and
English
Hall Chime Clocks. Clocks called for and delivered at
weeks. •
your request. We do Gold and Silver plating at 'Short notice and short
Moved Back Here.
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. We will talce in exchange for.
Mr. Buck Mount has disposed of any purchase any OLD GOLD and SILVER which you have no use
hiS saloon and. other interests up at
for, giv4ne you full market value for same, which ; about the same a:
FAIdyville and moved back here to
giving
you New eroods for Old Goods.
make -his 'home, this being his residence before leaving four years ago
for Eddyville. He ,thaa installed his
WATCH GLASSES FREE IN OUR OPENING, TO ALL WATCHES
family at tne ()lay street.
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE REDUCED PRICES FOR
Jewelry House Fixtures.
30 DAYS ONLY
The old fixtures of the Na-get &
IOC UP
75c up Watch Hands
Meyer jeweka
establishment, at Watches cleaned and examined •
Third and. Broadway, are now being New Mainspring, best quality
toe Up
75c up Watch Glasses
taken out to make room for the new
Sc
75c up Watch Keys
New Case or Hairspring
ones which have arrived from Grand
.
up
soo'
whole
cover
or
Jewels,
New
Rapids, 111kh., and -will be installed
right away. It will take several days We are the cheapest in Watch antylewelry repairing in Paducah. All
to put the new equipment in condiwork guaranteed for one yea,: Highest price paid for Old Gold and
tion. It is very fine and among the
Silver.
thandaotnest ever brought here.

Repairing Department

Machinery Coming.
One carload of the new machinery
for the sesv mill of the LangstaffOrm has been Shipped from the factory at Milwaukee, Wis., and is eNpected to arrive 'here the middk or
last of next week, when it will be
stalled in the new building on their
yards at Second and Adarna streets.
The balance of the machinery wil's be
shipped as quickly as it is "completed
at the factory which has to make the
outfit by special order, it being of an
up-to-date and progressive kind not
customarily carried in stock.
The new saw mill building has been
finished several weeks now, and
waiting for The machinery that is being gradually made at the factory in
It is
Milwaukee and forwarded.
thought the Trill will be ready for
operation by the first of Marcb. If
the machinery comes earlier, the plant
starts jive that much quicker. It was
destroyed by fire last November.

•

•

Watch Maker, Manufacturing Jeweler and Optician.
640 BROADWAY, PADUCAH, KY.
NEW PHONE 113-R
Credit to those who mad it.
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Nird Won-,n Vote?
home." May it not be the molt in
Ev 'ling P.: )
politics, too? How long will it be
Shall wonsen go leo polit.ss? may i Inflarea
the bite'res w:m
ian demands
be an interesting (location, hut it 'is Ite franchise? And, whin she is IIIIM
tor debating cluba,arot for the arena .POWS
and determined, how is inert
of practice/ life. Will women go in- man to stand out against her?
to politic ? is the practical question:
The world moves. We may not
Fifty years ago the debating clubs like it; usually we don't, iota reeve
discussed. 'Shah wonien go ire.° Inisi it will, and the only certain thine
ness?" It was decided that they about it. movements is that what
should not, the worsen therm'-Ives seas yestera-ay, and what is- today.
being most eager advocates of the will not be tomorrow.
negative. Yet here the women are,
swarming into business, and thinking
Adolph Brandeis, pioneer of modout new line of work. And they ern grain biesineas and prominent
are protesting the vattik that they citizen, died at his home in Louisville
much prefer .the -sphere of the Sunday

l
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WHY'NOT PURCHASE YOUR
School Books and
School Supplies at

NOT MANY RAISES
CITY SUPERVISORS SA y
AMOUNTS TO ABOUT
$100,000-

5.

A. POLLOCK .

Goes West to Locate.
Mir. Robert C. Benntr, the insurance man, is preparing to leave for
Califoria to locate, and- expects to
get away within the next thirty days.

IT

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPARTMENT.
THE SECOND TERM BEGINS SOON

Protesting Property Owners Be Received Until Last of This Week
By Board.

WE

HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW
WHAT tOU WANT

---7"rorarldIM
Yesterday was the day the city
(Continued from First Page.)
board of supervisor' *et as the time
for hearing the last of the complaints
regular usage of rolling the public
from protesting property owners,
streets, Sireet
Alonzo
Inspector
but het getting through, they exElliott was ordered to have a boilertended the time limit until the last
maker thoroughly examine the roller
of this week. To that date they will
boiler to sec if the hospital use has
receive property owners whose as- ilfeor m•rwa.
damaged it any, and if it has repairs
sesements have been raised, but who
will be made and the hospital fund
protest on the ground that the incompelled to pay for same.
Ten Per Cent Broadway Investment. crease is excessive and not • just.
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick Next Nfoniday the supervisors will
Sent Back to Council.
Last summer the city engineer was' business building between First and commence counting up the total
ordered to extend. the city's sanitary Second street, lot 18x65, that will pay amount of aseesernente. and finish
sewerage from its present teaminos at permanently to 13:er cent, net on the their work by the 3rd of a Februars.
Ninth and Jones streets out to Tenth investment. -Nothing better in Pa- which is one week from next Satur-•
and Jones so it could be connected ducah than this for a safe business day.
of the board,
Boone,
G.
Eli
Mr.
investment.
building
with the firf department house at the
Whittemore Real estate Agency, yesterday said that he doubted if the
latter corner. Winter came before
the work was done, and now the en- Frat enity building.•Both phones 835 total aseerentent this year would be
over $too,000 more than I oat yew'.
airier laid before the board of Works
In explaining this point he said last
Settled Title,
the question as to vobether faa -was to
year. the supervisor, raised the figures
start the preliminaries for the work.
the
in
Evelyn Harrison filed 'suit
the city assessor, by about $5oo,000,
of
to be executed this spring, or lay the
circuit coun against Nanrie Simmons
The lower board of the general matter
again before the council, it and others, askiaig tio •-ert to settle or in other words added half a mil
councilof Louisville by a vote of to having been the old boards that first
lion to the valuations pat ott by Asthe controversy 'existing between sessor dicke, with does ttiis first and
to ,4'passied aim ordinance granting a ordered the wore,. He was instructed
property
of
them as to the begat. title
then turns the books over to the
franchise to certain wealthy citizens to bring it before the legislative in contention.
sitspiervisaena. This year the superto establish a plant for supPying authorities again and see what they
visors are jaw making increases
wanted done in the premises.
House te$550.
electric power, lights and beat in
where improvements have been made
During cold weather the street
New 3-room Salem avenue house. to property, and 2601 making raises
forty-nine blocks covering the heart sprinkler cannot pass over the brick
2 minutes' walk from car line, rents
natural growth,
of the butinesa diStrkt of the Me- "streets for purpose of dampening for $7 per month. Paye.t5 per cent. where the cfty'a•
therefore enhancement of the propbecause
are
they
swept,
before
them
tropolis. The gentlemen asking for
Whittemore Real eetlate Agency, erty valaationa &metals. Last year
the water in dropping to the brick
the franchise are to erect two large freezes. As to sweep without sprink- Fraternity building. Both- phones 835. they found many people had valued
office buildings and will supply'cur- ling raises such a Atm, Street Inspectheir property 'entirely too low,
CHURCH SOCIETIES.
therefore this resulted in the wholerent and heat to any OPC in the dis- tor Elliott laid the question before
sale raising. 'Dna year that. does not
he
informed
board
Chem
had
the
and
trict. At present a monepoly controls
Number of Them Hold Gatherings exist, therefore the natural rise in the
not had Broadway swept for four
Today and Tomorrow Night,
lighting, power and heating privilvalue of 'property and the. improvenights now, because of ,the order not
eges, but a big Philadelphia concern to sweep without sprinkling, and bements are being conaidiered. This kvill
The- Ladies Aid and Juniors of
is also asking an entrance to the cause to sprinkle, means for , the Tenth street Christian church, will mean that the tax rate stands. very
'little show of being reduced for this
city. Aaron Kohn, as the attorney street to freeze on top. He was in- give their candy entertainment at
•structed to sweep last night, without dwelling house ocia Jackson street to- year to any great extent.
for the monopolists, puts tp a big
The supervisors on finding the asstrinklitsg, but wait until a late hoot
time is
figitit to head off the nevi franchise, th start, as all the people will be morrow evening. A pleasant
being pretty equitable this
seesments
expected and a•Il are cordially iwelfinding such vol-mutes of
not
year, are
but 'the genes-SI•roacia,
on record off the public thoroughfares -by that convert
it is not taking
therefore
ill
do,
work
w
to
(last
of
clouds
the
and
'hour,
- ring comlialitron.
Ws0
The Mite society of the Evansaebical as much time as heretofore for them
not borther -.anyone. •
ehtsrch will meet this afternoon with to entirely complete their duties.
'When Contractor Bridges was reMfr. Louis Kolb of ato Broad)greet,
The, new general council having const•ructing Kentucilay avenue he
also 'The Lather leagtie will meet this They expect to get done in five
e.itten down to business, an ordi- excavated the sidewalks, thinking he
weeks this time, commencing the first
afternoon at 3 o'clock. with „Mtra of the year, while dining 1905 they
stance should now be introduced re- could lay* the concrete pavements be- Henri Kasnieiter at her home on
eoolle nearly two months.
fore cold weather arrived. -The
'

.The public is immanaely pleased
evcryatime the courts throw out
slander and libel suits brought by
cheap john lawyers, who go about
looking for such cases. It matters
not to a shyster whether a; case has
merit, he only risks his services with
the hope that 'he can get his case
before a prejudiced jury and get a
few !hundred dollars. As a general
thing they cannot 'Make a livitlg
honestly. The laws should be so
amended that where a lawyer takes
a slander or damage snit and loses
that he be made to pay the entirs.
costs, including a reasonable .
attormy fee for the defendant. With
such a law, a lot of shysters would
go back to plowing.
'

US

OTHER

SAY THEY SAVE MCNEY

CUSOMERS

BY

DEALING

WITH US.
WHY NOT LET US "SHOW YOU"
All We ask is the Chance
AIM

.

•

Ilkfro

1,4Altftt.114.

14,S/*VISIE
oz.ori
.5 6566
a ist
ot

It

IMPORTANT
is poor economy to have
watch repaired by the
y
CHEAP man
You want FIRST CLASS
work at Reasonable prices.
We fill the bill exactly.

r,

J. L. WOLFF r(
Jeweler
st*wattswwvikraGlaiiczkrxwkwalvw
QIN4011Oitsi

x40x4514,51

•

XMAS IS GONE, BUT

Wick's Jewelry Store
Istill headquarters for anything
in•..the line.
224 Broadway,
KlairStkA/Sall'

PADUCAH, KY. t
'AT kill' i/IPPlett
/J'a.k.,

-

MOIRI•er."Ir.91.1.416111..,-aer prae.

""""'",

Biggest Stock
•

SCHOOL BILL
0.4110.•

t

4

ers are now grading the papers. The
children come back tomorrow afternoon to get their cards Which show
whether they are promoted or not.

WILL SANDERS, SHOE DRUM- SENATOR KLAIR INTRODUCED IT YESTERDAY AT
PIER, TAKES UNTO HIMFRANKFORT
SELF A BRIDE.

'pa. W. B. McPherson Will Entertain With Series of Card Parties
During Next Week.

Yesterday. friends here were pleasantly surprised to receive a telegram
announcing that early in the morning
Miss Anna 1,04144 Lee of Collin-dans,
Miss, and Mr. Will Sanders of this
•
city were united in marriage at the
home of the bride's parents. Only a
few intimate fl-iends knew of the coming event, therefore it came generally
as a surprise. The cottple have gone
to Birmingham, Mobile and Cuba for
a pridal tour, and then after visiting
here, they,go to Columbus, Miss., to
make their future home.
The charming bride is a most
beautiful and attractive woman quite
popular in Paducah society, having
• ^' visited Miss Kathleen Whitefield (if
Seventh and Kentucky avenue several
• k years ago. Cultured and refined,
possessed of many engaginsi qualities,
she is quite a prominent young lady
of the South. Mr. W. H. Leg her
father, is cahicr of the Columbus Insurance and Banking company.
Mr. Sanders is tSe well-known
trareling
drummer
young shoe
Onassis% the South. foe H. c. Good-

444111..

-~r

1.4.*04.4”.0,4.•

4141.60...;.....

Lowest Prices

- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

,
..,,,i
i
h
Furniture
PaducaBOTH

GETS MARRIED
,,

•

Satisfaction guaranteed

•

.The

;,;?.
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Co.!

DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY ,

INQUEST HELD

Yesterday morning Coroner Frank
Baker held an inquest over the remains of Chester Payne, colored, who
The Committee Has Not Yet Fin- died the night before of consumption
in Broad alley, without a physician
ished Investigating Grievance
in attendance. The darkey was 40
of Roy Crockett.
years of age awl will be buried today
in the pauper cemetery by the coronet.
The telegrapdic dispatobes yesterday from Frankfort showed that Sen
ator Klair, of Lexington, has introduced in the upper house the bill corn
pelling school boards of second class
cities to furnish monthly reports to
the legislative boards of those municipalities, giving a detailed account
of monetary receipts and expenditures by the trustees. A vote harot yet been taken on the bill that is
being opposed by all the second class
cities, it is understood', except Lexington, wliich is at "outs" with the
school board of that place. The local
board has procured the promise of
tlis city's representatives in the legislature to tight the measure.
lieralaVAIMNIMININIII
-.
?1 11111ENSIIIIMP

TO TRY OUR

2.00 SHOES

ALL STYLES

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WARRANTED

We Do Repairing

Lendler & Lydon

Phone 675.

Mr. Jewell Kelley as "Jesse James,"
at The Kentucky tonight Matinee
today at 2:30.
•

"The Holy City."
The .Bibhcal drama, "The Holy
City," as presentasi last evening at
the Atsditnritmi was heard by a
goodly audience. The plot of the
play is one of the strongest of that
class of Oars, at times the events
told of in the four apostles being
carefully and truthfully dealt with
and in a manner tes in no wise jar
on the finer sensibilities. A notable
feature of the play was the lack of
ieterest centering 'entirely in one
character, notably because so teldo
seen. Each and every role of prom
Jewell Kelley Stock Company, at The Kentucky Tonight "Jesse James". inence shared in the honors. The.,
stags settings were' arranged with a
Matinee today at 2:3o p. m
nicety as to detail, while the cos'tumee were exceptional—Evening
man Shoe company of Colnrribus., is a nephew of Mr. Edward Morgan Mail, Galesburg, In., Sept. 26, '05.
Ast The Kentucky Saturday, matiOhio, and ranks as their leading lab° was tined $5o for whipping the
representative on the road where he professor, and reside% with his uncle. nee and night.
has been for the past five years. lie
Monday night Mr. Morgan cornIs exceedingly popular with every- pained to the committee about th
Mary Emerson..
body, this. being his home city of boy being suspended, claiming that
In the _brilliant new romantic
Itis parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. H. there was no cause for it. Tuesday drama, "Will .0' the Wisp," Mary
Sander*. He was last • here several night the commitee heard the pro- Emerson. ,has scored a great suceess,
weeks ago for the helidays.
fessor and Superintendent Lieb, and along with one of the moss tal'ented
yesterday the Afternoon Sun publish- supporting companies that has ever
•
Other Events.
ed a long article that Dr. Troutman appeared with her. In presenting
Mrs. W. B. McPherson has isistied criticized, saying it was calculated to this production Manager Samuel
invitations .for a series of card parties put the crimmittee and all others in,- lAssis exercised very careful thought
she will give next Wednesday and terrine() in the wrong light befors is selecting a new vehicle,in which
Thursday at her 'home on Fountain the public. The physician continued to star Miss Emerson, conkidering
avenue.
that the investigation was not finish- the fact that the patrons are descryOne week from this evening the ed, no rilliort
had ever been started ing the most meritorious work availAs You Like la club will he enter- and
its fact no decision whatever able, and, with this in view, offers
tained by Mr. and Mrs. J. Campbell reached.
"Will '0 the Whisp." The producFlournoy of West Jefferson.
The. behavior of the boy s given tion will be ,preseuted at The KenMiss Lena Miller and Mr. Spencer as
tucky on Wednesday, matinee and
grounds for his suspension.
Kayse, of Berry's Landing,. were
night, with a wealth, of magnificent
married here at noon yesnerdiay in the
scenery and costumes, and is calcuExlminations
Closed.
parlors of the Hart House on North
lated to prove cme of the dramatic
Fourth. by Rev. 'John S. attic of the
Yesterday the examinations of the events of the season, as it has done
First Baptist church.
public achoo's closed and the teach- Sal-river. offered.

THE KENTUCKV

MATINEE TODAY
At/ 2:30 O'clock

41.•••• ••••••.....11.4.• ..........

$1.50 at 50c

A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF
THE PLAY, ETC., AT 5oc.
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
PRICE.
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOR
SHEET MUSIC. WE Hine'E EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.

DON GILBLRTO
at his Optical Parlors has a large display
of the

J. IL Oehlschlaeger
DRUGGIST

Victor Talking Machines

SIXTH AND BROADWAY

prices ranging from $15 to $100.

TELEPHONE 63.

The Victev- for $22.00

Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a seasonable preparation especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
-- -Very Palatable.
and $1„ Bottles.

50
(

BACON'S
7th

12 A BEAUT. REMEMBER I AM THE FIRST MAN TO
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
MY PRICES ARE:

7-inch, 35c

12-inch, $1.00

I HANDLE EVERYTHING TO REPAIR BROKEN VICTOR
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES WITH
YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX THEM.
ALL
INFORMATION
ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS.
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY A
PIG IN A BAG—YOU HEAR EVERY ONE PLAYED AND IF
NOT SATISFACTORY YOU NEEDN'T BUY.
I CARRY A VERY LARGE ASSORTMENT
OF NEEDLES-THE ,VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
FURNISH TO MY. CUSTOMMERS, GIVING THEM THE PROFITS
ON MY NEEDLES.
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
FROM x P. M TO 9 P. M.

PARLORS

ARE

OPEN

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

ducah
Steam Dye Wueks
If you went y..ur clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line (.1 samples for tints
in the city. Suite made to order.

10-inch, 60c

PUT

THESE ARE AaLL NEW RECORDS. BRAND NEV/ FROM THE
FACTORY.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCREASED SO RAPIDLY I HAVE HAD TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO DISPLAY THIS LINE

& Jack-son Sta. phone 231
& Clay Sts., phone 311.

DON GILBERTO
606 S. Fourth'St., Cor. Jackson,

PADUCAH, HT

OE

L. L. BEI3OUT
REINEN•11,

Or.
Childress
Ice Jewell-Kelly Stock Company

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building
Phone roat—Red.

WILL PRESENT
.4 •

"A K[NRCKY 6[NILLMAN
T$
'

••••••••••••••

Books Usually
Sold at • • •
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Price

Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
best cure for chapped face lips
and'havds. Wintry winds dry
up the
natural
moisture
nt ow skin.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream is a skin food that supplies just the right blood moisture that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
it is neither sticky nor greasy.

DRUG STORES.

TONIGHT: "JESSE JAMES"
\
t

4...... ••••••••••••••••••••••••.....

Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

Crockett Investigation.
Dr. J. S. Troutman, of the grieeroles committee for the school board,
List evenng requested The Register
to refute the publication made in the
Afternoon Sun regarding the controversy existing about Roy Coackett,
the boy suspended from Priaf
.
essor
Joseph Rapanale's room. The boy

CHILDREN 10 CENTS, AIX,'

309 Broadway.

20 CENTS.

'titICES: 10, 20 and 30 Cents.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet',
Palmer House Bar,
L. A. Lagotnarsinu.
Subscribe for the DeLy Register.

General Insurance Agency .
We Write Anything in Insurance,
Office306 Broadway

.=
Phones:Office 385—Residence
4

J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
I
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323

111•111•11111••••••••mir.o
.

THRONE OF ThE CAESAr.S.

CHAFING DISH "BLUFF."' KLLN;OOSE FOR PICTURES

ADULTERATION OF FOOD.

WEALTH IN BLACK SANDS.

FINE TRAINS

I7ew eerunswtck Guides Bewail the Convictions for This Offense Have Report of Geological Survey on InvesThought to Rave Been Found by 11x- Concoctions Always Cooked Before
Been Numerous in GerDesecration of Canaan
tigations of Deposits in This
They Are Brought in from
cavators in the Ancient
many.
Woods.
Country.
the
Kitchen.
Ruins.
FrankGuenther,
of
Consul
General
Canaan woods have been desecrated, e
The geologicaisurvey has issued a
The wait r placed the chafing dish
The official Roman director of excae
the guides and residents of the prov- fort, reports that during the year 1903 supplementary report on its investigacarefully
on
the
table
and
removed
the
in
Ger:
+rations thinks he has discovered the
ince believe. They have been opposed 3,091 persons were convicted
tion of the bleak sand deposits and
many for adulteration of articles of
throne of the ancient Caesars, reports cov4r with a flourish. It was a very to the invasion of hunters, but
when
promises further information as the
the New York Times. The present ma- ornate chafing dish with silver lobsters' a moving picture machine was
food. In 1902 the convictions were
brought
programme. It was not underwork
holding
up
tile
bowl,
and
the
lamp
was
jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has
into the sacred preseeves of the woods larger, a decrease of six per cent. being stood when the work wee started how
been to see it, and is seemingly teat un- ornamented with crabs and fishes and they felt that all bounds had
noted for 1903. The largest number of
been
widespread the demand would be for
convictions occurred at Berlin, where
willing to admit its pretensions. The other denizens of the deep, says the passed.
tests
and information nor how valuaonly description of this imperial seat New York C:obe. "I wish he wouldn't
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in an increase from 598 in 1902 to 645 tee ble the sands would prove. But it has
take
away
the
cover,"
complained
the
keep.
or
and
so far given is that its covering
the heart of New Brunswick, probably 1903 is shown. For producing
developed into a work of magnitude
ceiling is ornamented with beautiful girl who prided herself on her ac- contains more moose than
lug for sale and consumption unwholeany
other
and
Importance.
small squares of stucco. It is a raised quaintance eith the saucepan. "I like tract of the same extent in the
748 persons were
world. some articles of food
Dr.
David T. Day of the survey has
things
Well
she
and
cooked,"
stirred
dais standing near the chasm of Marconvicted in 1903, against 394 in 1902.
Some
weeks
ago
a
party
came
here
charge
of the experimental work
had
cus Curtius, of all the gorges which the savory mess with a big spoon and from Boston in a private car
to the effects
"Florida Limited"-,Leaving Louisand there This large increase is due
from the start. The survey has ,so far
turned
up
the
flame
of
the
ornate
lamp.
1900.
wrinkle the surface of the earth the
3,
June
of
the
inspection
law
of
ville
at 8 a. in. daily connects at
was
much
speculation concerning the
examined about one-third of the deposThe waiter approached with a Cynical
most renowned in human story.
in Berlin 59 persons were convicted for
Danville, Ky., with solid train of
ases
of
a
queer
looking
machine
.that
and
managed
United
States,
in
the
its
vestibuled
Voltaire remarked that a throne was smile and Informally, falniliarly, per- formed part of the outfit. Dr. Heber violating the provisions of this law,
and
to keep up its work on the Pacific coast Pullman sleepers
knowingly vioa composition of boards and velvet, haps even •bit impertinently, he said: Bishop, a railroad man, of Boston,
Atlanta,
against
For
29
ia
1902.
Chattanooga
and
coaches
via
who
about six weeks longer than the apgiving thus a sign of its generally "It's thoroughly cooked, miss. Was has visited the Canaan woods regular- lating the rules with reference to ani8:50 a.
at
Jacksonville
arriving
at
the
run
to
expected
propriation was
meretiricious and transient character. cooked before it left the kitchen. That ly for several seasons, was the leader mal epidemics, especially those for the
next
party. Since the first report on the m. and St. Augustine to a. m.
That of the Cuestas, however, stands dish is just a bluff. If we served of the party, and with him were R. E. prohibition of imports to prevent rind.
Dining car
has day, without change.
investigation
made,
the
work
wes
in history for solidity and ought to be things half cooked the restaurant Follett, head of the New England Fish erpest, as well as the regulations to
been principally confined to the exam- serves all meats en route.
In its elements as enduring 119 marble would be boycotted in• week. Every and Game association; C. Everitt prevent contagion in the transportation
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis- ination
of large collections of concenor adamant. Probably we shall hear one thinks he'canmake things in a Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist, and
of animals by railroad and for the will- trates collected by the survey and con- T:leleepe7
. in.;epcatrr
ly
G.
r 3:4 aip
s
all about it one of these days, and per- chafing dish e .1 lease to turn the lamp W. Bitzer, of New York, and Hartle B. fulpse of articles liable to spread con
a
Lotuii°sSunday, 1:"
companies.
mining
various
tributed
by
haps some American millionaire will up and dowi e .1 stir the contents of Coe, of Boston.
tagious diseases before disinfection, Several of the by-products of the sands ville to St. Augustine, without
against 1,try to import it and give it a place the dish, but uot one in a thousand
''Must be one of them Gatling guns," 931 persons were convicted,
will doubtless be commercially valua- change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
that orders these things could cook
of 24
decrease
among his artistic treasures.
showing
a
173
in
1902,
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
ble. Inquiries have been addressed to arriving at Jacksonville at 8:so p.
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed to them It's all a bluff. The chafing dish piece of apparatus. Chantey's
knowingly violating the several oe.tb,eettongumers of these arti- m.
°pillion per cent. For
and St. Augustine at To p
Is
very
hot
and—
good
to
keep
a
thing
the -spread
bring the Holy Sepulcher from Jerusawas accepted and loud murmurs of pro- regulations for preventing
cles, and It has been found that there next day. From Danville this is
lem and set it np as a detail of the ( think the rarebit3 ought to be served test arose, until it was explained that of infectious diseases 59 persons were will be &ready market for them.
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
Menicean tomb, still the proudest of In them, but it's all a bluff as far as the strange thing was a moving-picture convicted, against 67 In 1902.
the Pacific beaches cmpoiay
Monazite
from
m
nniip
nao
sick
si
tcheta
e
eper .rc.sauelrrevnaev
, to;esoa
bsee
a
..—a
r,
rtopu
e
lfi
c
•a teiisa
em ovils
nsikleyecn
:
7utte
l
,P4orentine decorationee Bringing hith- restaurant cooking is concerned. The machine. The party
contains various percentages of, Maria..
proceeded to Jim
stuff
that's
served
In
them
is
not
be
throne
would
hardly
er the Caesars'
Ryder's camp, far back in the woods NEW RULES OF ARITHMETIC used in the manufacture of incandesa more ambitious exploit, though Rome cooked in a chafing dish either before on one of the lakes.
cent gas Mantles. Zircon is also found
may be expected to battle against the or after it reaches the table."
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent Queer Difficulties Encountered by exoeptionally pure, and is available for p. m. daily, running through to
much
digthe
girl,
with
as
And
then
one as Jerusalem did, and successfully,
one night In a crows' neat calling
Mathematicians of a Genthe same purpose. Chromic iron ore Knoxville, where connection is made
nity as she could command, served the
against the other.
moose. About daybreak one of the
has been experimented with in the at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
Ago.
eration
green
deftly
heaped
the
crab-meat
and
First and last, no doubt, the line of
guides
hurried
into
the
camp
with
the
manufacture of refractory furnace lin- to Jacksonville, via Asheville., Cothe Caesars sat on innumerable peppers at one side and the mushrooms news that moose were
answering their
Parents who undertake to assist ings in California. No previous use lumbia and Savannah, arriving at
benches of pride, the luster from them at the other side, and tried te look as calls. ,
TO picture machine was hur- their children in the preparation ot had been found for ilmenite, but on reJacksonville at 9 a, m.
only second to that of "the livieg if she didn't know the waiter was ried out to the crows'
nest, but John- their school lessons encounter some ceipt ot samples at certain eastern
throne; the sapphire blaze.' The im- within a hundred miles
son and Follett had already gilled a queer difficulties, 'says the New York manufactories It was found that it was
perial euggestum unearthed by Prof.
I,200-pound bull, measuring 64 inches Press, Long divisien, for lastance, pree adaptable to certain electrical purposes.
Boni in the Forum is but one of SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
across the antlers. They went through sents stumbling blocks that trip up the Its utilization from the black sand deGood returning until May 310, e:e
these. as Britain's royal chair, going
the motions of killing the huge animal wisest minds of a generation ago, hi pends on favorable freight rates, and
now on sale at low rates.
back more or less authentically to the Nine-Tenths of the Animals That again for the benefit of the picture
youthful students ol these are being sought. Magenite has
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arithmetic were taught that In
not the only one which the line of
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he ample in long division the divisor wee satisfactory pencils for arc lights, and
by Kafilra.
British sovereignty has pressed by a
was paddling in • birch bark canoe placed at the left of the dividend, the also los been successfully used in steel Going via
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ars, one after aaother. from Octavius lug its destiny by becoming one of the point. The picture machine happened mainder
and returning via Atlanta and Chatquotient. Old fogies who have dropped deficiency bill will contain a provision
to the ending of the line, would be a great horse producieg countries of the
tanooga or vice versa.
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trophy to accumulate upon it the glow world.
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of history till all its dim courts and who would dabble in horse flesh needs mal was taken. This was his twenty- tempt to
their offspring, CANADIANS AND AMERICANS ter Homes." rather handsomely ile
tutoring
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The
when
experience
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both
methods
aisles were flooded with its radiance.
lestrated booklets, folders, rates. etc.,
Kafilre provide nine-tenths of the eighth moose. A mile of film was ex- but the youngsters scornfully correct
address any agent of the Southern
horses sold. When a dealer arrives posed, making between 40,000 and 50,- them.
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CORN AT THREE DOLLARS. in a native territory he sends round 000 single pictures.
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right,"
isn't
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n g Business of the Two
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
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Peoples.
Under the Clever Manipulation of horses and the natives roll up with
A. G. P. A., St. Louit; W. C.,
Then, according to present-day inPARISIAN
RESORT.
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Women It Brought That
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C..
above
quotient
struction, they put the
all sorts and descriptions of the equiWriting of the differences between Route, Cincinnati, 0.
Price.
nine tribe, which for the most part
the dividend and set the remainder in
Canadians and Americans a correare of no earthly use. The man picks Restanrunt Where the "Arleireal" the little crook en the right formerly
spondent says: "The differences are
Tendency
of
Nan
Is
CaUp in Pike county, Missouri, where out an animal and the owner names
occupied by the quotient. Before these
mostly of degree; the superb self-contared To.
the me nare evirr gallant and the wo- an exorbitant price, which he never
eccentricities of modern education the
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a
fair
and
full
of
helpless,
men
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
parent sits amazed and
band of modern Ruths has set a new a sum which no sane man could acA shrewd but unscientific person to prepare himself for the next innova- an. ar she walks abroad, the licensed
record price for corn, and incidentally cept. But eventually a price is agreed once complained that Darwin had tion, which will probably be to make obtrusiveness of children, the perpetual degeneracy of conversatlen into
added to the coffers of the poor, reports on and the owner receives a written omitted fro mhis "Descent of Man" one the figures upside down.
story-telling—these characteristics are
the St. Louis Republic.
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which
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principal
facts
amount,
which
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supthe
order for
less marked in Canada than In the
It was in Frankford that the price deems in the evening by coming to port his theory of an "arboreal ancesThe Illinois Centrei maintains douFASHIONS IN HARNESS.
states. In fact, Canada presents as
of corn rose to three dollars a bushel the dealer's hotel and receiving cash. tor," and that was the inherent proyet a sub-American variety of civilisa- ble daily service, and operates the
ender the clever manipulation of sev- By easy stages a descent is made on pensity of mankind to climb trees, says
Horses of the Present Day Not tion, though in some ways rapidly ase best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf'en who sold their the next purchasing site and by de- the New York Tribune.
eral charitebh
Tricked Out as in Penner
'imitating to the states. Physically fet-Library. Cars, Chair Cars and
gleanings in the public square for the grees a decent sized troupe is got toWhether this proclivity shows deTimes.
the Canadian seems to to a sturdier Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
cause of charity.
gether. When these arrive at their scent from some simian ancestor who
stock of heavier build, slower moving Louis.
Cincinnati and Loutsvil:e
The women of the Cumberland Pres- final destination their original owners "nightly climbed his family tree, and
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last
have
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would not recognize them.
on the top reposed." one may leave
were 20 This is particularly applicable to the ist resorts of the South, including
set about to raise money for the poor been clipped on the way down, had a Darwinians and anti-Darwinians to de- comparisoned to-day as they
Amen. women, whose movements and conver- New Orleans, Vicksburg.
of their city. Messrs. M. J. and S. W. few condition powders and had a gen- side, but the fact that "Robinson," tne years ago, says Country Life in
was sation are quieter, and who are with- CentfpOtt, Mks.,
then
country
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in
Harness
ea.
Jones offered them a load of corn from eral cleaning.
Nadintoad, La.
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwellin type, as was out the hunted look lu the eyes which
Mardi Gras at New Orleans Feb.
their farm, just outside the city, proings and restaurants in trees, has ex- distinctly American
but if marks so many Americans.
27, '06. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
Tided they would go into the field. ROME WITHOUT A DOCTOR. isted for over half a century, and still the horse of a decade earlier,
whether for gig or car"It may be that the colder climate coast resort having the new,
gather the ears and husk the grain
flourishes, may be taken as proof that that harness,
fine
riage, were to be seen on the drive or exercises some modernepg influence, 'Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
themselves.
For Six Hundred Years the Em- the mania for tree climbing endures
would be greeted but probably the chief explanation of ocean steamship
The women gladly accepted the offer
"Robinson" was discovered in the In the park to-day it
sailing, from New
pire Was Minus a
ridicule, although it was thew differences lies in the fact that Orleans for
supreme
with
and, prodcuring a farm van and a span
year
by a man named Guesquin.
Mexico, Central AmeriPhysician.
the proper thing erode there are few hrge cities, and ca, Panama,
of husky Missouri mules, set about
It was then a wild and unfrequented then considered
West Indies and Europe.
Whatever may have been our opinions even the dwellers in these cities keep Send or call for
their task.
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According to Pliny, Rome flourished
Ten women, each providing herself for 600 years without a doctor. It is mile or two from the pretty little vil- theme we now know what is right. It up a more constant contact with coun- in regard to the above.
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only
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with ablunch, set out one morning late- maintained by some, however, that lages of Sceaux and Foritens,y-aum- was
Havana Via New Orleans.
ly at mine o'docok, leaving Frankford when making this statement Pliny was Roses. et lane ran along the side of a were apt scholars. A soon at years doss one seie the profusion of luxury
and driving out te the Jones farm. not aware that certain. Greek physi- hill a little below the summit, and was ago the horse show descended upon and waste visible in New York or ChiHavana,
Cirba, is best reached via
Driving into the field they started to cians resided in Rome, at least during bordered by a huge elm and chestnut us and found us with good native cago; Stough most persons seem to live the Illinois Central
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wagon to overflowing.
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S. S. Prince Arthur
Then, after a hasty bite of lunch, were very scarce in Rome. and doubt
He bought some land there entirely for one or
the "something class*.
harness
leaving New Orleans every Wednesthey commenced the return trip to lase because there was little occasion his own benefit, and not for that of his English
"Emitting and fishing, with their ac day at 4-00 p. m. and arriving
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Frankfort!, driving Into Main street, for their services. With the advance rare gimlets. nailed beams to the largest wrong( was plainly understood
at
was corneiMments of camping out, play a Havana at stmeise Friday
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change
great
where they auctioned off the grain.
morning.
of civilization maladies have multiplied limbs of the stateliest tree on his tiny
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Standing in the public square in and with the increase of disease there estate, some 30 feet above the ground, no sooner recognized than made, anc large part in the national life, sport
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. ve. has been a proportionate increase of and on these erected a summer house to-day, with the exception of the dreio not having degenerated into the mere- ; Daily Sleeping Car without change
Jones sold the corn to the highest bid- physicians. There are at the present reached by a wooden stair, where he of the speedway horse, the English most Canadians are country born and 1Chicago to flot Springs, with conty gsmlefing and spectatorial habits. erections at
ders. When the 31 bushels had been time In the United Stetes not less could sit of an evening to smoke his type of harness is used everywhere.
hienrphis from Cincinnati
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sold there was $70 in the hands of the than 150,000 physicians, and the num
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It was a good price, even for Missouri thousand annually. Whether or not
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Being hardly more than a couple
corn to have brought, but it *as not the world is batter for this great Mul hours' walk from the great University That Made from Walrus Hide, life more quietly than cities of corns- south to New Orleans. The
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quite enough, and many of the gallant tiplicity of medical men is a question of the Sorbonne. it chanced that a stuWhich It Take. Years
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RACE SUICIDE AGAIN. WORK OF GLACIER.
-I-arABOUT MODERN LARGE FAM- NT. TACOMA ICE FIELDS WADS
ILILS.

TO FURNISH LIGHT,

------BY L K. FRIXDHAN.
Have Become the Source of Electrical
-Power That Is Furnished to
"I tell you," said Herbst, the walk-

ing delegate of the Stone Cutters'
union, "there's been so much about
• race suicide in the newspapers lately
that I'm half afraid of committing sui.
cide myself if I keep on reading 'em
If half the men that were talking race
suicide at the banquets would marry
half the women that were talking race
suicide at the clubs, it seems to me
that the problem eould be solved.
"All that the people who are afraid
Of race suicide need to do to see their
mistake is to take a stroll through
the West side, where the children are
so thick that the only fear of race sue
dela Si the danger of their killing each
other at play.
"It's a wonder to me when one of
4
their esothers sticks her head through

s,

Cities a Hundred Hiles
Away.
Among the great mountain peaks on
the Pacifio coast, that'of Tacoma hi
perhaps best known, owing not only to
its size, but to the immense ice-cap

upon its summit, formed by the number of glaciers which exist there.
It is not only a great mountain, says
the Technical World, but a beautiful
mountain, since the ice formation
glittering in the sunlight makes it visible for a distance ranging from 60
to 80 miles on a clear day, so that it

•

•

"The present czar of Russia learned
the art of making an American cocktail from an American physician," said
a man in an uptown saloon where he
was sipping the old-fashioned tipple.
"I have that from the physician himself," relates the New York Sun.
"Not only that, but I sipped a cocktail made from the same formula, out
of a handsomely carved cup which bore
an inscription from the donor, who at
the time was czarevitoh, and which
had contained the stirrup cup drunk
at the last meeting between the Russian heir apparent and the American
doctor.
"The doctor was a few yeare, age

Dr. B. B. Uriffith

I )(irked Galmon Retaken be the Co-,
luixtbia Wier After Four

phones eco at reaidenc. Office hours

BY CHAF.LES W. STEVENS014

YOW1S.
0, stately river flowing free,
And faithful as the speeding hours,
Dost thou but seek the lonely sea,
To lose thy quickening powers
In windless deeps where shipwrecks MI
And only dark and death draw nigh?
Dost thou tick', on heedless of fate,
As aimless force amid a world
Where never will on will doth wait
And wishes vain are hurled
Against the hills of chance that loom
Along horizons black with doom?

practicing In a city In western New

"What is believed to be the best evideuce of the efficieney cf artificial
propagation of salmon that haa ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Ptah Commisz!oeer Kerehaw relative
to the operation of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
t.•

What is thy message unto man,
;i
A brief sojourner by thy side,
Trw mission in the mystic plan
That bath too oft denied
Ambition's high and holy worth,
Ana love, that would fllume the earth?

as I started to say, contains about foul
children to every fiat, according to the
size of the flat and the father's purse
Old Watson, the contractor, said te
me only the other day: 'Herbst, ai
play.
long as this race suicide and
reading fad Ii on I keep on putting up

eats. For, mind you, it ain't fiats that
Its making race suicide, but race suicide that is making fiats. The oldfashioned family used to require a
hotel with an annex to live in, but it's
gradually boiled down to a model
apartment with one room, a kitchen
stove and a bath. It's awful to eon
template. Herbst,' he sighed. Then he
turned around and gave his agent
tblazes for not shoving up the rents all
Along Race Suicide row.
"'How is it, Watson?' I asked. 'that
you haven't a large family yourself!
You're fond of children, and all you
have to do to support seven or eight
more Is to raise the rent on some one
that has no right to have more than

and Tacoma. aggregation 168 miles of
trolley line, in addition to cable railways situated in the hilly portions of
these cities. Ber.i.:es rills service, however, current is furnished for one of
the most notable interurban electric
railways in the United States, that extending between Seattle and Tacoma,
where power is secured from the third
rail in connection with the multipleunit system. This line is employed
not only for passenger service but for
transporting freight and express material, and ranks among the most completely equipped electric systems is
The horse power

required
for a number of the largest industries
in the city of Tacoma, including the
shops of the Northern Pacific railway
and the water works pumping plant, Is
the world.

also obtained from this source; while
illumination for streets and butislings,
In both Seattle and Tacoma, depends
upon it to a oonsiderablbe extent. The
demand for power is increasing so
rapidly that within a few years Mount
Tacoma will be supplying fully 60 000s

7 to g a. m.: 1 to 3 p. ue. 7 to 9 p.
TRUEHEART

BUILDING.

Both phone s88 at the office, both
11•/.11111.1...1k.

DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist)

Commissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Post-IntelliOffice, 306 Broadway—Phone
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
:
Residence, 819 Broadway.
and fins of 100 salmon from a single
Phone x49.
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish.
"When the hatcheries were placed
J. C. Flournoy
thitrColnineda river a
In operatiovnit.

About thy banks in days long past
Great nations rose and ruled and fell,
Their grandeur now is overcast

system Of making `was' atiopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-

,oend broken marhissiteiiThe dreams of all who came and went.
The story of man's slow ascent.

can be distinctly Men in the cities of York. He was once an attache of the Poet thrones of dues and temples lone,
And graves of unremembered dead,
Russian court and had eome appothtSeattle and Tacoma.
Thy water, make their'ancient moan
on.
later
O'er futile glories tied
While the peak is stimetimes termed ment, I have forgotten what,
the window and yells "Sammy!" and
been estrign !aunts where wild beasts make t het?
"One evening, when he had
700 Seamen, more or lees, answer Mt. Rainier, Tacoma, the title which
lair
h, the talk
,'Yes, ma'am,' how In the name of won- the Indians gave it, is a far more ap- called to 114ke the czarevitc
And ad is mute save gaunt despair
new
The
der she can pick out her own particu- propriate name for this peak,'sinte ran to American, drinks.
mare than this thy lesson shows,
stock of Amerlar little Sammy.
"Tacoma" in a sense means nourish- doctor carried his own
To man who bears his burdens grave,
"And yet they talk about tho ignor- ment. The fields of ice and snow ex- lean liquors. He spoke of the Ameri- And, upward looking, swift outgrows
The passions of a slave—
ance of the poor! The poor ain't
was
tending for miles upon its slopes form can cocktail which at that time,
Still, still, thy majesty inaPlrea
ignorant—I've often said it—they're
the
at
drink
mixed
for
called
most
the
The conscious soul that duty fires!
the rource of several important riven,
just plain foolish. If they were more
bar.
a wide area of
With patience true thy crystal tides
ignorant and less foolish they'd oat which not only nourish
"The esarevitch was amused at the
Sweep round the selfish city's wall
down their families—I mean their fam- farming country, but have recently
fruitful valleys where abides
Through
it
was
a Joke. The
ily expenses, which is the same thing formed a most important source of name. He thought
Pair nature's beauteous thrall,
—and get In on the end of the ram power for the cities named, as well all Yankee doctor assured him it was not. Where tell, that fights with time and fat%
state.
"The czarevitch said be would like Builds high the strong Imperial
suicide game that the rich are playing. for smaller towns in this section GC
"As for the rich. all I can say is Washington. In fact, from the glacial to try an drink. The doctor brought Past verdured hills, through sunny meads.
a
Content to find the easier way.
that I don't blame our multimillion- streams of Tacoma is already generat- in his ingredients and prepared
Thou teachest, 'mid the warring creeds
aires for committing race suicide when
cocktail in the presence of the czarsed
of
a
very
large
electrie
quantity
That mar our matchless day,
I see what their sons are doing with
interested. HOW more than all love brings us peace,
intensely
was
who
vitch,
not
only
Is
utilized
being
power,
which
the money. What man wants to be
And gentle service glad increase
and lighting When be had tasted It he Went into octhe father-in-law of three back row for power but for heating
For where thy waters lave the land
called for more.
chorus girls, two make-believe attress- as well. To give an idea of the diversi- stacies and
Rich harvests glow, fond homes arise,
"After he had sampled several cock- The labor of the willing hand
es and a woman witn a past long ty of uses for the current, it may be
enough to fill an encyclopedia?
Man's want and need defies,
steed that it operates the electric tails he prepared to make the mixture
its reign
"Some of the rich don't want chil- railway systems in the cities of Seattle himself, and learned with much more And mighty thought assumes
O'er doubt and death, o'er grief and pain
seems, on account of their be.

dren, it
lug in the way of their keeping social
•
engagements where it ain't fashionable
k to take babes In the ballroom. And
the poor want children because playing
with 'em, whipping 'em and making
'ern work is the only amusement that a
man on wages of $2'a day can afford.
"As for the medium or middle dames, it seems that they're sandwiched
An between the rich and the poor and
they want just a medium number of
children. Too many would be in the
way and take up their mother's time
when she ought to be writing an essay
against race suicide for the woman'.
club. I judge from what 1 hear that
you've got to go to a ball or the worn
en's club to be in It these days, anb
those who are too poor to afford either
belong to what you might call the
worktng classes.
"A medium or middle clam family,

•

New York Doctor Taught Him the

Trick and He Was an Apt
Pupil.

RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH

T.RE RIVER.

CZAR MADE A COCKTAIL:

xao.

Cecil Reed

FLOURN0Y & REED
LA WYElts

spawning
turned to their native
grounds, and in what length of time.
Rooms ro, ix and 12, Columbia Bldg.
"'the marked fins and tails received
PADUCAH, KY,
by Mr. Kershaw were foiind to be salKale
mon that were turned out of the

ma and Chinook hatcheries four yeara
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 1901. The fish were
marked in a manner that leaves no Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers, tile
doubt of this fart. The small bones in
the fins were gut down and a hole
?fort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
punched in the tail. The cutting of
Residence max Clay, Old Phone 15511
the bones in the tin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
—it never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artificial propagation of salmon was commenced on
Architect and Superintendent
that stream, and the past several year.
rehas demonstrated that it has been
401 Fraternity Building.
p,
stocked by some means.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone
were
fish
the
of
part
"While only a
marked when released from the hatcheries, the fact that one trap owner on
the river found at least 100 of these
0, silver river flowing free.
The mountain dews feed thy pure heart, service during the past AfatiOla is con;
The singing brooks would bide with thee,
elusive evidence that artificial propaAnd earth-storms dwell apart,
gation is the only solution of the probFor in thy liberal life resides
The strength that in submission hides.
lem to prevent the depletion of the
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
salmon fisheries.
The green flags that beside thee grow
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
Receive thy tender touch and live,
"Mr. Kershaw asked a number of
New Phone 490.
E'en as the kindnesses we show
river cannerymen and -SPECIALTIES:
the (',
Do nourish and forgive,
And as sweet freedom brings man cheer, 1 trap
to watch for the marked
Abstracting of Titles,
So wealth and culture spring anear.
-Mg the rush of the
Insurance, Corporation and
salt
arently overlooked,
All day thy living waters flow
Real Ratite Law.
P'
Serenely down to meet the tide—
rebeen
has
um
Past deserts where no daisies blo*,
Or chafing mountain side—
And still thy mission does not fail—
the sockeye
To greet somewhere an ocean salL
sonducted at
—DENTIST—
And art thou thus like hero-life,
111 be conthe I
That doeth good where'er it tolls.
Building.
•r
number
Truehart
large
tinueci
A quiet force 'mid human strife
Nookthe
in
That nothing stays or foils,
Aced
pf socite)e

ease than than he has learned some
other things since.
"When the American doctor was
leaving St. Petersburg the czarevitch
bad ascended the throne. The physician asked leave to pay his respects
and waa accorded an audience.
"The emperor reminded him that he
was an expert in mixing the American tipple, and thereupon they repaired to a private room where the
czar of all the Russias produced some
American whisky and the ingredients
The czar
to work out a cocktail.
mixed drinks for the two like a regular
barkeep and enjoyed it.
"The czar assured the doctor that it
was the greatest bracer he ever took.
But then, you know, royalty lays on That moveth on the day to crown,
renown?
its praise and compliments with e When, dying, it shall wear
However, the doctor was Night after night through darkness deep
trowel.
Unchanged is thy eternal way,
probably the only American who ever
While stars upon thy bosom sleep
give
and
mix
Russia
pf
had the ruler
As harbingers of day,
And roving winds waft odors sweet
him a cocktail"
O'er paths where joy and sorrow meet.

RAPID GROWTH OF ANTLERS

Art thou not, then, an emblem true
Of one infinite purpose here—
Where man so much of man doth rue,
Where falls the bitter tear—
A purpose vastly good and free
'Mid the divine great mystery!

Dr. B. T. Hall

I 0.D. Schmidt)

Paducah,

Kentucky.

I.N. PUIE4Y EAR,

AT'TORNE Y-AT-LAW,

A. S.'; DABNE Y

sack and Slt.

./Ara.

OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
"An air pump has just been installed

In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
success of hatching salmon and to
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
keep them alive running water is me
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
sential. The air pump keeps the waOld Phone jog.
the New Phone lee
ter in the aquariums bubbling all
and
tanks
the
through
time as it runs
off into the waste."

LAWYER S.

horse power to the cities mentioned.
Those of Wapiti Become Wonderful
While, as already stated, the glaciers
Structure in Four Months'
and snow field,. of Mount Tacoma are
Time
And, as at morn and eve the sun
the source of several important rivers
Paints thy still wave with rose and gold,
of
portion
western
g
the
traversin
Not Star Spangled.
Abeut the end of the winter—that is Ere yet proud wisdom has begun
Residence.
Washington, the stream which geneOr prince:, love is cold,
feathers is not a peculiarly
and
Tar
in,mid-March—the antlers of the yea)
Doth not a blessing from on high
rated the electric current at present is
at,
been
has
Eighth and Jackson Stets.
American institution, as
before break off flush with tbeir bas• Fall soft on those who constant in?
the Puyallup, which originates in two
posed. It was Richard the Lion Heartan inch or more above the skull; usts 0, stately river flowing free
Telephone 270.
of the principal glaciers. Owing to the
ed who first proclaimed this punishally they are found close together,
As slow and sure thy waters glide.
distance of the stream from its source
or me,
ment. It was when he was setting out
showing that they fell nearly at the What matters It to you
Where swells the rising tide,
to the generating station, a head of
n
Thompso
Ernest
for the third crusade that he gave
same time, writes
If in the arms of IOve at last
water is secured which is enormous,
All effort'and all care are castl
warning that "a robber who shall be
Beton, in Scribner's Magazine.
considering the volume of water utilconvicted of thcft shall have his head
At first, the place of each antler it Whet matters If we do not know
xso NORTH FIFTH STREET
ized Consequently the installation dr
The way of life, the end of death,
cropped after the fashion of a clam broad, rate spbt. In a few days it
a
Both Phones 355
machinery for generating current, and
The means by which the soul shall grow
pion and boiling pitch shall be poured
shows a thick rounded pad of blood
Somehow to larger breath,
8 to la a. tn., r t03
hours
ffice
O
the.system for distributing it, .present
cushion
a
thereon and the feathers of
gorged skin. This swells rapidly and If somewhere heaven shall joy Install.
'two.'
7 to 9 11. 121.
unusually iuteresting features. The
loving call?
shall be shaken out on him, so that he p. m. and
in a fortnight the great bulbous fuzzy And all good heed God's
"'Well, Herbst,' he sighed again, 'I
was to divert the river
adopted
plan
landing
first
the
At
a
known.
up
height
to
shot
18-round
be
wave
shall
horn beginning has
Beholdt above you rolling
came from one of these ideal
from its natural bed, carrying the wamatter
The rosy mists of morn!rg glow,
be eas to be set ashore, DO
4 he-dining-table kind of families that
of several inches. At exactly the right
grave
ocean
pulseleste
And o'er this
ten miles to a
flume
a
of
means
by
ter
ab
woman's
the
the
and
at
land,
about
my wife speaks
wnere the ship might
time, place and in ure the right direcThe stoLtn's mad legions got—
a
to
due
doubtless
club, and I can't say that my recolise reeenoir located on a high plateau, tion a bump comes forth to be the Soon, aooh, within the bending blue
was
rail
a
senoo of
the
Float clouds of pure and pearly dew*
lions of it are particularly happy. The and thence discharging by means of foundation of the brow tine.
lack of that wart of fence. Perhaps
dining-room table was there all right, steel pipes against wheels in the power
western continent may still lay claim St. Louis and Tennessee River PeekIn a few more days the bez tine is And to, afar, on mountain home,
but my wife was careful.to omit thc house, under a head of 872 feet. the
beet
descends,
earth
to
drop
tiny
A
to that mart of punishment, but the et company—the cheapest and
by the invisible architect
fact that my poor old dad was so hare water wheels so driven being direct- projected
Full moan a swelling flood to roam
our excursion out of Paducah.
longer
no
are
feathers
a
and
bearly
is
tar
bends—
In a month the structure
Whtie yet the rainbow
pressed to keep us in clothes that it
connected to electric generators, and
dresming, wait,
owe).
foot high and all enveloped in a And thirsty valleys,
would have taken a microscope to see
being
so
produced
power
the lusty stream elate!
electric
the
lure
To
anything on the table cloth.
mass of feverish, throbbing
turgid
transmitted at a pressure of 66,000
and So life, exhaling, shsil return
Ugly Deer in Vermont.
"'You can &imagine, Herbst, that it.
blood vessels—the scaffolding
To fairer fields% to nobler ways,
volts, 48 miles to Seattle and 32 miles
care
take
kept my old man hustling to
structure
g
surprisin
this
of
burn
seriously affirmed that farmers
is
shall
workmen
It
And hope and trust again
of the 18 of us and himself. 1 think to Tacoma.
Over calmer, sunnier days.
northern part of Rutland county
day the work I. pushed with
and
the
in
Night
Ali water rights, and the necessary
And, purified by God's design,
if we had dared in those days to whiswould like permiss:on to kill a big,
astounding speed, and in four month. Man shall take up his course divine;
tle "Everybody Works But Father." land abutting on the river, from the
wonder
—a
finished
is
er
skyscrap
this
ugly deer that would weigh dressed
he wouldn't have done a thing but point of diversion to point of return,
a softer hand;
ol And love shall have
for
a
score
Indeed,
,
structure
pounds and has immense horni.'
ful
rest;
300
sweeter
And toll shall lead to
reach out for an ax.
were secured, sit well as all land necesIt is a trip of pleasure, comfort
tolled, a myriad And duty greeter good demand;
have
forces
terror of the woods, they say,
nature's
This
bed
of
get
out
to
used
he
"'Herbst.
more fear divest;
table,
sary for flume and other structures,
thought
rest; good service, g
the
and
And
yield
not
their
will
done
have
cever,
to
workmen
and
men
invisible
of
chases
while the stars were still shining,
like incense, shall arise
,e each
and actual work of development was part and an edifice that according to And faith, sweep
be meets teams in good rooms, etc. Boats
when
skies.
clearer
way
of
through
right
he never quit until the stars showed up
vaster
To
March 1, 1903.
again. When he got home, so tired commenced
ordinary rules should have taken a —Kansas City Star.
the road, and in devious ways makes
5 p. tn.
Wednesday and Saturday
that he couldn't enjoy the idea of havin
a
through
rushed
here
is
lifetime
himself decidedly unpleasant. He reion apply to Joe.
informat
other
For
ere
Weal
his
him,
Spectacle
around
holler
by
family
Lost
his
ing
Time
summer and all in absolute silence.
Title of Prime Minister.
cently paid a visit to a Castleton farm- Koger, superintendent; Frank L'
-work bad just about begun, for you
Dr. Abraham Huntsinger, the pio- er and, when ordered away, refused to
prime minister was unAugust sees the building done, but it
of
title
The
agent.
Brown,
staveteran
and
can be pretty sure that some of the
man
nal
professio
leave, although seven other deer that
known till the beginning of the eigh- is still cluttered with scaffolding. The neer
18 had to be licked for licking one of
of this county, has just given
n who supplies of blood at the bade are re, tistician
the
gentleme
and
century,
were with him turned and fled when
teeeth
•
...AO
the 17 other..
table relative to the time lost by
so duced and finally discontinued. The out a
were
and
position
the
farmer and his dog went out. The
filled
first
the
go
into
to
the
Misha
had
he
"'More often
persons wearing glasses, says
with
however, was in no bunter
back yard and fix the clothesline post called objected to the title, which was antler is no longer in vital touch
awaka correspondent of the Indianap- big deer,
the
that nine of the 18 of us had pulled regarded as a sinister importation the animal; it begins to die. The sen olis News. He says it's mostly time for debate, and promptly chased
OFFICE 220 NORTH FIFTR
down, or chop the wood that 17 of us from France, and as conveying the sitiveness leitves each part, the vel- wasted and costly time to some. Dr. collie into the barn.—St. Albans Meshad tried to put off on the eighteenth meaning of grand
vizier, something vet covering soon dries, cracks and Huntsinger bases his figures on the senger.
TELEPHONES
and the eighteenth left unsplit or else
despotic and unconstitutional. William peels, and the stag assists the process study of mankind for years. He nye
''.I
remove
s
—but when a man has 18 children, if
spectatle
wear
wno
people
his
by
the
scraping
Office au
Greedy Seagulls.
III. had nobody in his council who of clearing off the skin
Residence 15911
at least
he gets any leisure time he can use it
nd to our horns on the brushwood. Septembet them and put them on again
correspo
to
tique
t<r
said
a
be
had
n
could
fisherma
Nanaimo
A
to good advantage arguing with the
times a day, and figures that 2v
minister, nor had Queen Anne. sees him fully armed in his spears of live
a flock of seagulls sevgrocer dial he ought, to wait awhile prime
are required for each such op- experience with
mconds
in
body,
in
strong
glorying
bone,
to
us*
writer
grst
the
dead
was
Swift
He reached Nanairlean
ago.
evenings
longer tot his money.'
The man or woman who car- eral
and his strength, and eration.
containing two
boat
open
• "'The truth about this race suicide the term, which he applied to Harley, his weapons
26
years
period
an
of
a
in
for
mo
glasses
ries
CITY ATTORNEY
business, Watson,' I says, 'is that the who, however,lied no power to appoint ready to battle with all corners.
(the period being placed low by the tons of herring. While uptown the seapoor are getting wiser.'
doctor) will lose 32 days of eight, hours gulls took 'possession of the boat. On
his own colleagues. The true forerun!'"And the rich too wise,' he ate ner of the modern race of Balfour* and
each as a 'result of the habit to take his return all but 80 flew away. Thie
One of the New Year'Pailtrres,
ilwers."--Chicago Daily News,
and replace eye glasses.
Walpole.
was
U. 13's
number had so gorged themselves with Rams 53 and ht Columbia BuihroSi
Ardley Keep—We might as well dis- off
herring that they could not fly, but
solve partnership and go out of busiOld Phone ro9.
Diplomacy.
Bunk.
-hick
Anti-he
hopped about in a state of helplessness.
we
year
have had
ness. leer the last
What, Indeed?
Mrs. Platte— Norah, will you try to
prethe
for
the"
bunk
sett-leveling
into
climbed
The
fisherman finally
Manager--Your play is too tame. to live on faith and mustard, and I'm vention of sea-sickness, which has been The
Slave the steak a little more underdone
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
boat and lilted then' overboard. They
IL
of
tired
a
to
end
anal'.
with
ought
•
after this?,, The last act
experimented on for some time on one were able to swim with an effort, and
The coilk (bristling up)—Is It findSolon Boddey—So am I. The trouble of the Dover-Calais boats, has been
Playwright-15oesn't the hero marry
Attorney
most of them went ashore to roentgen)
In' fault with me cookin' you are?
the heiress? May, what do you call • is that you've been furnishing the found so suceessful that it is proposed
feast.
Two
their
of
effort.'
the
from
"Oh, no, no! John sad I merely snap, anyhow? — Cleveland - Plain faith and I've had to contribute the to install itson all the steamers of the
I.„ I
Room No. 5, Columbia Building.
ma Ledger.
_._
IdeNdaing Dealer.
bought you might °Wad
liter
.aaustard.—Ck/cago Tribune.
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$8.00 for the Round
Trip to 1 ennessee river
and return.
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You have never'tasted

lvitle yesterilay and comes back ,tomarrow,
.The John S. Hopkins comes in today from Evansville and gets out
immediately on her return that way.
The Staci-.-er tee leaves Memphis
tomorrow ; Pternoon and gets here
Sunday en eieute Co Cincinnati.
as delicious as Mrs. Carrie Ellis'
The Peters Lee left Cirsoirmati yes
terday and gets back here next Sunday for Mcinphis.
The Sycatnore has been- let off the
dry docks ,here she was repaired,
and has gum to Ritehie's Landing
below to loaa ties.
Free samples given away from 4 to
The Butt rff went -to Naehville
,ao p. m. Saturday.
yesterday aid comes back again
next Sunday.
Superinten .ent Young Taylor, of
AT
the dry doci.s at the foot of Jefferson street, yesterday let the Gate
City into the river from the docks,
where she has been undergoing repairs.
The sartddigget will today be pulled out upon tile dry docks for needed repair&.
THE REXALL STORE.
FOURTH AND BROADWAY.

ANY

Celebrated
Candy

MTHERSONS
DRUG STORE.
Thursday Morning, Jan. 25, 1e06

ABOUT -1.-:1E PEOPLE

LOCAL NEWS

a •

INCORPORATED 1POPULAR WANTS Paducah Transfer Company
•

WANTED—To rent 5 room house,
THE PADUCAH CENTRAL COLwith
all'inodern improvenlents, cenLEGE INCORPORATED
trally located. Will pay good rent.
YESTERDAY.
Address X" Y Z, this office.
E. P. Gilson & Company File ArFOR RENT—Suc-room cottage,
ticles of Incorporation—One LiNo. r623 .laroadway. Apply at Regcense and One Deed.
ister office.
Yesterday articles of incorporation
were tiled with the county court
clerk by the Paducah Central Business College which capitalize at $2,500 with the etock divided isto onehundred shares of $25 each and subscribed for as follows: William C.
Strong, 54 shares, and E. C. Stepng
and A. -E. Strong, 3 shares each.
The company is the consolidation of
Professer Strong's college with another, and the name changed to that
mentioned. The institution is upon
11*--elaird floor over the Globe Bank
and Trust 'inritrparry.
Another Company Incorporates.
The E. P. Gilson & Company i ncorporated with $25,000 capital, divided into shares of $loo each and
subscribed for as follows: E. P. Gilson, 140 shares; Finis. E. Lack 73
shares; James W. 'Sevier, 30 shares,
and Ewing P. Gilson, to shares. The
highest amount of indebtedness permitted is $15,000, and the company
will continue doing the paint business
on Broadway between Fourth arid
Fifth streets.

'FOR RENT—Rooms either furnished or unfurnished, at The Inn on
North Seventh street; a most desirable hacation. Apply Dr. J. G.
Brooks.

(Incorporated.)

General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for
Office
Handling Freight, Machinery
2nd and'hinnroe
And Household Goods.
Both 'Ilhuncs ii,

P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

Abram L. Weil &Co'',
FIRE INSURANCE

FOR RENT Five room cottage
No 209 South Fifth street, Feb. 1.
L. G. Orrae.
FOR SALE—At once, a lot of upto-date office furniture and typewriter. Telephone 1663.

•

Accident, Life,1.1ability, Steam Buller-

Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369,

▪

Residence

Phone 726

-41

FOR RENT—Second floor apart
ment of Rawieigh's flat, at Sixth and
Clay streets. Possession given February 1st.

For Vaults, Mbnuments and 0 eneral

Cemetery

Work

Use

GREEN RIVER STONE

FOR RENT—Two rooms over
Mr. Robert Hale the prominent
Walker's drug store, formerly occuTHE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
merchant .of Direiinghami, Ky., was
pied by Dr. Bradley. Apply to D.
here yesterday on business.
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS--- --------Yeaterdlay was bright and quite
A. Yeiser.
Mr. George S. Beard made a flyURE
AND THEN RETAItIS 115 WHITENESS; does not bepleasant, latetenigeht was pnly slight- ing
trip to Jackson, Tenn., yesterday,
come
ly cool. The promise today is for
dark
and discolored.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
'leaving ,here in the afternoon and remore bright weather, with higher turning
able-bod
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT s s
ied
unmarried men between
early tine morning.
s
temperature.
ages
of
21
and
citizens
the
of
35;
Mr.
James
Bugg
goes
tomorro
w
to
—Word from Jackson, Tenn., is
United States, of good Character and
Cypress End, Tenn., on a business
that Mrs. Rev. gt. H. Roberts fell from
temperat
e habits, who can speak, read
•
a pink eideWalk there and painfully trip.
and write English. For information
President Ji. B. Lord, of the AyerSOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIM BLE ST, PADUCAH, XT.
bruised leeneelf. She is the wife of the
apply te Recruiting offices, New
fornicr presiding elder for Methodri!tl Lord tie company will arrive here toRichmon
d
House, Paducah, Ky.
Property Sold.
ay
Ohicago to visit the manchar e*es of the Paducah district.
Estelle Dirperrieu has sold to W.
ager
of
his
local
- .terday was Chinese
office,
Captain
Henry T. Pryor for $500,
New
land lying out in
Baker.
Year.
the county. The deed' was lodged
- aie New York Dramatic Clipper
Presidette W. H. Holcomb, of the for record yesterday
with the county
sayETsbe S. James has sold to T. Holcomb-Li:ebb tie company, wail arI-f.1Wirinett the exclusive right to rive today from Chicago.
.......
three of his players. MT. James is
Mrs. James C Prestieli -has returned
Licensed to Marry.
HON. GIVEN CAMPBELL WILL
the titi:ented 2:1.0r who is brother-in- front Snrithland where
The clerk issued a marriage license
he accomINTRODUCE JUDGE
law
George Powell of here. panied, from Grand Rivers, the re- to Spence Kayse,
aged 27, and Emma
TYLER.
—narry, the eon of Mr. George mains of her sisterein-baw 'Mrs.
Henry Millis, aged 23, of Berry Ferry, Ky.
THE THREE LATEST GAS LAMPS. THEY SAVE GAS BILLS—
Bonduamnt of 839 Kentucky avenue, Perkins, who died at the
Latter place
THEY SAVE YOUR EYES. ON DISPLAY AT OUR
is suffering from a painfully burned and was buried Sunday at Stnitala
SHOW,.4
nd.
ROOMS
.
car, caused by falling over against a
Money Derived From This EntertainMr. C. 0. Laeher, of Smiebland, was
PORCELA. ENAMEL CLEANSER, IS A WONDER.
red hot stove.
ment Will Go to Confederate
in the city yesterday.
—The cannin. 'actory of Tenth
Monument Fund..
:lie. :kettle Lake Hynes was here
and Norton at present cans only tomatoes and corn, but arrangements ye-tenetay from Smithland.
Air. Harry Atkins, the dry goods HON. JOHN HENDRICK BACK
are tieing made to enlarge the plant
Yesterdny Dr. D. G. Murrell made
FROM HIS GOLCONDA
drommie-r, has returned from a trip
so asi to can anything.
arrangements
with
Hon. Given
to
Missouri
TRIP
.
—A orarle at a .flectiettricsteirg mill
Campbel
l
whereby
the latter would
yesterday struek ired WC4liainis in 'Mr. G. A Carry, of Harrodsburg,
STEAM FITTING.
introduce Judge Henry Tyler. of
PLUMBING.
Ky., arrived here yesterday. He is
the face and cut a deep gash.
Both
Phones
Hiclunan
sot. z32 South F ourth St., 32$ Kentucky Avenue.
,
when
the
latt
defi
orre
ver
st
a
n
t
—The local amateur baseball fans the welt known insurance agent. . Appeals the Sarles vs I. C. Suit— able address on Gen
Mr. Carl Fink, the Louisville
A S Miller Charged With Sellare contemplating for this summer,
AB
month at -The Kentuc - in this city
drummer, arrived
ing Mortgaged Property.
organizieg a league of this city, Cairo, lcatherworking
for benefit of the funq1fseing raised
Metropolis, Mayfield, Princeton and here yesterday.
out of which will be'
ected the
Mr. Rush B. Rutherford, of Louis
other nearby towns.
Confederate rrio
Lang s
ville, arrived here yesterday.
Hon. John K. Hendrick yesterday park at Fountain avenue
Harrison
Detective J. D. King, of the Lou- morning returned
The Ramsey society, Broadway Mi.
from Golconda. street.
E. Church, will have for sale most isville division of the I. C., arrived Ill., where he went the day before
The address will be cietiveikd the
107 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
delicious cakes, pies and candy at last eventing trorn
to lodge some documents for the ap- 28th of next month at the 4oc4
PlayMr. Charles Krebs, lumber buyer
L. B. Ogiliviir next Saturday.
al -taken in the suit of John Sarles honk, and the selection of Attorney
the I. C., arrived here yesterday against *he Illinois
Central railroad Campbell to introduce the. speaker
from Chicago.
for $25,000 damages.
is quite appropriate, as borb' served
Miss Ella Sanders returned yes_
Sarles was paenting the ecire-ca a u rider the distinguished 'Southern
terday morning from a bid f visit to small
FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
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